We describe the principles of building a moving vision platform (a Rig) 
Introduction
The projective framework of Structure from Motion (SFM) is supported by a relatively large body of literature on the techniques for taking matching image features (points and lines) across multiple views and producing a projective representation of the three-dimensional (3D) positions of the features in space (the special cases of 2,3 views are theoretically interesting, for a review see [IO] ). There are tasks, such as visual recognition by alignment and image transfer in Photogrammetry in which a projective representation is sufficient (for example, [ 18, 131) . However, in mensuration and model-based computer graphics an Euclidean representation is necessary. To that end a growing body of literature is dedicated to the problem of obtaining an Euclidean representation [7, 17, 12, 24, 11 . We divide the various approaches into the following classes:
fact that a projective basis is defined by 5 points and that the projective group includes the Euclidean group as a subgroup. A more advanced variation on this theme is to recover the projective to Euclidean ("Proj-2-Euc") transformation from Euclidean cues, such as from known angles between lines (such as orthogonal lines) and known distances between points [4].
Fixed Internal Parameters Assumption:
Here the goal is to recover the internal parameters of the camera explicitly by making the assumption of a single moving camera whose internal parameters are unknown but remain fixed throughout. These methods are based on recovering invariants to Euclidean transformations, notably the absolute conic and absolute quadric [7, we have obtained somehow the Proj-2-Euc transformation, either through direct input of Euclidean information coming from the features of ,the room, or through one of the self-calibration methods (by moving the rig rigidly while assuming that the internal and external parameters remain fixed). As long as the rig moves rigidly in space we can obtain an Euclidean representation of space because the projective representation is fixed (or can be m'ade fixed), thus the Proj-2-Euc transformation remains valid. Also, if we apply a non-rigid motion, i.e., change the relative positioning (and internal parameters), among the cameras, but remain in the same room, then by using the overlap between the features of room A seen before and after the non-rigid change one can chain the projective-to-projective transformations together (since, they form a group) to obtain back the Euclidean representation, However, consider placing the rig in a different room B, such that there is no overlap between the features in room A and the features in room B. Once the rig is in room B, apply a non-rigid change to the rig and take a single snapshot of the room. Can we reco,ver an Euclidean representation of room B using only projective calculations, i.e., without using any Euclidean input from room B? Note that existing approaches for self-calibration, are not designed to handle such a situation. In room B we do not have the freedom to take multiple snapshots while applying a rigid motion to the rig, nor can we assume that the internal parameters remain fixed (because we have a multiple camera situation), and since there is no overlap with the previous room A we cannot chain together projective transformations. Yet, the question we have posed is less.ambitious than the self-calibration paradigm because we do allow for the possibility of using Euclidean input from room A in order to calibrate once (and for all) the Proj-2-Euc transformation. The question of restoring the Proj-2-Euc transformation from dynamically changing projective representations (due to non-rigid changes of the rig) has an interesting practical source. A constructive answer to the question above provides means for designing a rig of cameras that can change its internal configuration, such as focus, zoom, during mensuration. The only requirement is that the rig be calibrated once (i.e., by obtaining the Proj-2-Euc transformation), then during mensuration the field of view and the working distance can change considerably without the need for Euclidean input or overlap with image input taken prior to the change of camera configuration.
Our working assumption is that from the application point of view it is relatively manageable to start with a 136 known Proj-2-Euc (by simply taking a snapshot of a calibration object prior to the mensuration process). Yet, it is unrealistic to expect for Euclidean input each time the camera configuration has changed, and it may be unrealistic (or very restrictive) to ask for matching features across images before and after the change of rig configuration (for example, change of field of view is large, or the rig is positioned far a way from its previous location, etc.).
In [20] , the omni-rig scheme was presented and solved for the case of arbitrary 2D projective transformation per image plane. It was assumed that the internal parameters and camera orientation may change, but the mutual displacement between the centers of projection remains fixed. This assumption is theoretically appealing, but may not hold in most practical situations. Changing the zoom or focus of a camera usually results in a change in the center of projection (COP), and thus changes the mutual displacement between the COPs. Similarly, it is practically very hard to rotate the cameras such that the camera COP is incident with the rotation axis. The system also required 5 cameras with their COPs positioned on a simplex. These requirements pose a practical challenge in terms of occlusions and common field of view.
This work presents a different, more practical approach to the omni-rig scheme. It is assumed that relative orientation between the cameras remains fixed, while the internal parameters and the displacements between the COPs may change freely.
Theoretically it is shown that knowing the rotations between a set of n > 2 cameras is sufficient for upgrading a projective reconstruction to an Euclidean one.
Formal Statement of the Problem
A pinhole camera projects a point P in 3-D'projective space P 3 to a point p in the 2-D projective plane P2. The projection can be written as a 3x4 homogeneous matrix M :
where E marks equality up to a scale factor. When the camera is calibrated, it can be factored (by QR decomposition):
where R and T are the rotation and translation of the camera respectively, and K is a 3x3 upper diagonal matrix containing the internal parameters of the camera. 
Recovery of the Projective-to-Euclidean Collineation in Room B
Given point correspondences between the different views in room 8, we recover the projective structure of the scene, and the camera matrices up to a projective transformation. This can be done in various ways [ 101.
Let Mi,i = l..n be the projective camera matrices in room B, computed from point correspondences. The projective coordinate system can be chosen such that
The Projective-to-Euclidean Collineation H satisfies, for
where R,, T,, K , are the rotation, translation and internal parameters of the i-th camera in some Euclidean coordinate system. The Euclidean coordinate system can be chosen such that TI = 0. Let fi be the 4 x 3 matrix composed from the first 3 columns of H. Following equation 3, for
so there exist Xi, i = l..n such that: Thus the common scale of the camera translations Ti, i = l..n, and the scene cannot be recovered by knowing the internal parameters of the cameras.
Geometrical Analysis: Calibration by invariants.
In this section a geometrical interpretation is given to the method described in the previous section. This interpretation uses points on the plane at infinity 7rm whose projection to the images are invariant to the changes in translation and internal parameters. 
Results
To test the applicability of the proposed method, several experiments were conducted. The cameras used were of a 720 x 480 pixels of resolution, where the combination of field of view and distance to object made a pixel occupy a millimeter square in space.
The first experiment was to test the basic assumption that changes of zoom leaves the relative orientation unchanged yet varies all other parameters (internal parameters and position of center of projection). In each zoom setting the calof the Euclidean camera matrices using the known 3D positions of the calibration points (the corners of the checkerboard pattern). Table 4 displays the values of the calibration parameters at four different zoom settings (in the range of 1 -2 of scale factor). Note that the internal parameters and the position of the center of projection vary considerably (where T varies mostly along the 2 axis), yet the camera orientation (measured in Euler angles R,, R,, R,) remains relatively stable.
The accuracy of the omni-rig solution for a 3-camera rig (assuming vanishing skew) was evaluated as follows. The Euclidean camera matrices were recovered from the calibration pattern and the relative camera orientations were estimated. The effective accuracy of the reconstruction (combining together the uncertainty of point matching and the depth uncertainty due to rig geometry) was on average 1 millimeter (distance of reconstructed points from the control points) and the back projection of the reconstructed points onto the image space yielded an average error of 0.4 pixels.
After capturing the first set of images (room A), the zoom of the cameras was changed freely, and another set ibration pattern (see Fig. l of images of the calibration object was captured (room B).
Next, the corresponding points in the images of "Room B" were used in order to compute the projective camera matrices and the projective 3D coordinates of the points. This was done without using any a priory knowledge of the scene. Finally the Projective-to-Euclidean transformation H , and the internal and external parameters of the cameras were computed, based on the rotationdinvariants from "Room A" and the projective camera matrices. The accuracy of calibration was measured both in terms of distance from the control points and, since the calibration pattern consists of two perpendicular planes, we used also the angle between these planes as a measure of calibration quality.
The results of the omni-rig calibration were compared to three other Euclidean reconstructions:
Proj2Euc: Computing the optimal least squares transformation mapping the projective reconstruction in room B to the known 3D points. The quality of this computation depends on the accuracy of the image measurements, and on the quality of the projective reconstruction algorithm. The omni-rig system estimates this transformation without knowing the 3D points. Thus the omni-rig solution is at most as accurate as this solution.
0 room-A: Assuming the camera parameters have not changed in the transitions between the rooms. This computation was expected to yield the worst results 0 Known 3D: Direct linear computation of the Euclidean cameras by using the knowledge of the 3D coordinates. This computation was expected to yield the best results because the optimization is performed directly in 3D space without going through the projective reconstruction which provides a less meaningful optimization criteria. from right to left are the results of the omni-rig, the calibration using known 3D points, and the optimal Projective-toEuclidean transformation. It is noticeable that the results of the omni-rig are only slightly worse than the optimal Projto-Euclidean. This implies that the process (including the assumption that relative orientation remains fixed) did not add a source of error (in addition to the projective reconstruction). Note also that compared to the best one can do in these circumstances ("known-3D") the omni-rig process is at most twice as worse from optimum, where most of the error is attributed to the projective reconstruction stage and not to the re-calibration stage. Table 2 describes the angles between the reconstructed planes of the orthogonal calibration object. As expected, the worst results are achieved when using the camera parameters from room A, and the best results are achieved when the known 3D points are used. The quality of the omni-rig calibration is only slightly inferior to the Proj2Euc calibration. This proves the accuracy and the applicability of the omni-rig calibration scheme.
Finally, the applicability of omni-rig for visualization applications is demonstrated. Given 3 images, and dense correspondences, the scene was reconstructed up to a projective reconstruction. Then, using the known rotation, the Projective-to-Euclidean collineation was computed by the omni-rig method. Having the Euclidean coordinate system enables to construct a texture-mapped 3D model, and to rotate it by any angle. Rotating a non-Euclidean reconstruction would result in affine or projective distortion in the images. The results of this experiment are presented in figure 3.
Summary
We have presented a simple linear method to re-calibrate an n-camera rig. Our only assumption is that the camera bodies are fixed relative to one another, hence their mutual rotations remain unchanged. We have shown that for a full re-calibration of internal parameters and position of center of projection of each camera, a rig of 4 cameras is required.
In the case of vanishing skew a rig of 3 cameras would be sufficient, and in case of vanishing skew and known principle point then a stereo rig would suffice.
The experimental setup verified our basic assumption that changes of zoom does not affect the relative rotational component of camera positions, yet affects all other calibration parameters. We have compared our re-calibration procedure to the optimal solutions (using knowledge of control points) and have found a close agreement in terms of accuracy.
In, the future we plan to make the recalibration process more robust, without adding new information in room B.
One Example of this would be to measure the axis on which each camera center moves. Another future direction would be to describe all the parameters of the cameras in the omni rig as a function of a minimal set of parameters. Every camera is allowed to change it's focus and zoom, and it seems reasonable to model the entire configuration of the camera as a function of these parameters. This process would require more demanding measurements in room A, but might produce a more accurate recalibrated rig.
